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Monday 23rd July 2018
Dear Parents of King Edwin Primary School,
We have many helpers and friends of King Edwin Primary School that offer support in various ways. These people
help to ensure we offer the very possible opportunities for our children whether it be through volunteering time to
read to children in school or organise fundraising events such as our school disco that will take place later this term.
As far as I am concerned, all supporters of King Edwin Primary School are part of our FOKE family (Friends of King
Edwin) and without this, our school would certainly be missing that little extra something. Not only have the FOKE
team raised many thousands of pounds in recent times but they offer a support network that covers the breadth of
our community and this is very much appreciated.
We would like to hear from as many parents as possible in relation to supporting or being part of our FOKE Team.
You don’t have to do much or offer set hours of time, you simply need to express your interest in helping whenever
you have the time to do so. You don’t have to have specific skills. You don’t have to feel excluded because you are a
new parent or have younger children that haven’t started school yet. You can be a parent, grandparent, step father
or step mother and we want everyone that wants to help to be involved in whatever way they can be.
If you want to know more about FOKE and want to get involved, please return the slip below to the school office
and if you want to speak to one of the FOKE Team, I have added just a few names below and I am sure that if you
ask in the playground you can be pointed in the right direction towards them. You can also contact FOKE on their
Facebook page http://www.fb.com/friendsofkingedwin.
Kelle Moody (with children in Year 1 and 5) , Charlotte Daldemir (Year 3), Rebecca Jannaway & Kirsty Donson (
Year 2 and 4) ,Caroline Evans (Year 1) * There are many more helpers involved and the names above are just a few

people that I know have said they are happy to explain what sort of things they have done as part of the FOKE
team.
Kind regards,

Mr Callaghan-Wetton
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I/we would like to be part of the FOKE Team - Name/s___________________________________________________________
My Child/children are in class ________________________________________________________________________________
I may be able to offer support:

On a regular basis

Quite often

Ocassionally

Every now and then

